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1. In addition to businesses, the marketing concept is also applicable to :

A. Government agencies B. Religious organizations

C. Fine arts organizations D. All of the above.

2. When consumer expectations regarding product quality, service quality and value - based

price are met or exceeded____________ is created.

A. Customer satisfaction B. Planning excellence

C. A quality rift D. A value line

3. An example of convenience consumer product is :

A. stereo equipment B. Petrol

C. A motorcycle D. A bicycle

4. A company designs the product with little or no input from customers, the company is

practicing which of the following concept ?

A. product concept B. marketing concept

C. selling concept D. production concept.

5. While buying milk which kind of behaviour is displayed by a person?

A. Routinized buying behaviour B. extensive problem solving behaviour

C. Variety seeking behaviour D. none of the above

6. A market survey is required for________

A. deciding marketing strategies B. deciding product strategies

C. deciding price strategies D. all of the above.

7. Cross-selling means _____________ 

A. selling other products to existing customers

B. selling with a cross face

C. cross country marketing

D. selling to friends.

8. Market Segmentation is useful for :

A. preferential marketing B. targeting existing clients

C. knowing customers test D. all of the above.
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9. Human resource management is :

A. Science B. Art

C. Science and Commerce D. Science and Art

10. Human resource planning is:

A. Present oriented B. Past oriented

C. Future oriented D. Both Present and Past oriented

11. Which of the following is not the internal source of recruitment?

A. Employment exchange B. Promotion

C. Re-employment D. Transfer

12. Selection is a….. Process.

A. Positive B. Behavioural

C. Perception D. Rejection

13. Which of the following is not the benefit of training ?

A. Improved climate B. Increased productivity

C. Reduced Accident D. Reduced supervision

14. The following are the needs of development of employees.

(I) To bring change in the individual and organization;

(II) To bring skill development of the workers;

(III)To assure the proper distribution of firm’s product;

(IV)To bring balance between authority and responsibility.

A. I and III B. I and II

C. III and IV D. II and IV

15. When appraisals are made by superiors, subordinates, peers and clients, it is called:

A. 90° performance appraisal B. 180° performance appraisal

C. 270° performance appraisal D. 360° performance appraisal.
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